320 Durable White “VOID” Polyester

Durable Labels

that Last

320 Durable White “VOID” Polyester

Description: This tamper-evident polyester has a ultra-smooth topcoat for fine resolution printing. Only

when someone tries to remove this label, will its special, aggressive adhesive leave behind a distinct and
highly visible “VOID” message. If security slits are added to the label, it will tear when lifted.
Common uses include asset tracking and warranty tracking in the automotive, electronics and
pharmaceutical markets.
Compliance:
		
		

RoHS and REACH SVHC Candidate List dated December 19, 2012
UL Recognized for Marking & Labeling Systems PDGQ2. See EIM FIle #MH48554 		
for UV Inkjet printed labels.

Recommended Printing Ribbons: EIM T84/T85, T80/T81 and T96/T97 Resins

Face Stock

Adhesive

Liner

Type

Polyester

Permanent “VOID”
Acrylic*

Kraft Paper

Color

White

-

-

Caliper

2.1 mil (53 micron)
+/-10%

0.7-0.8 mil (18-20
microns) +/- 10%

3.1 mil (79 micron)
+/- 10%

-

-

50#

-

50°F (10°C)

-

Exterior Life

-

Two Years*

-

Service Temp.
Range

-

-40°F to 302°F
(-40°C to 150°C)*

-

Basis or Coat
Weight
Min. Application
Temp

* NOTES: Please allow 24-48 hours for your labels to setup before testing for tamper evidence. The tamper
evident features of this product will become permanently non-functional if it is exposed to temperatures above
104°F (40°C). Additionally, if this material is used outside, the white coating may turn yellow with extended
exposure to sunlight.

Recommended
Storage Conditions

Temperature

Humidity

Shelf Life

70°F (21°C)

50% R.H.

Two Years

All descriptive information, typical performance data, and recommendations for this product should be used solely as a
guide. Furnishing such information is merely our attempt to assist you as indicated by your requested application. These
specifications do not constitute a warranty under any varying results. All labels are sold with the understanding that the
purchaser has independently tested and determined the suitability of the product for the intended application.
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